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Abstract 
The benthic insect populations from Lake Charleston and the 
Embarras River above and below Lake Charleston were examined twice 
monthly for seasonal differences in number of organisms, number of taxa 
and species diversity from October 13, 19?6 to February 16, 1977. The 
water quality parameters of alkalinity, carbon dioxide, dissolved oxygen, 
pH and temperature were also examined for each site to determine if any 
parameter showed a sufficient deviation as to exert an influence on the 
benthic insect populations. Low dissolved oxygen and high carbon dioxide 
values were noted and occurred at times corresponding to lower numbers of 
taxa and lower species diversity on Lake Charleston and the Embarrass River 
above Lake Charleston . Thes e two factors were concluded to have kept the 
higher expected winter species diversity to a similar low species diversity 
encountered in the fall from the Embarras River above Lake Charleston. 
On Lake Charleston these two factors plus increased ice cover thickness and 
lower temperatures were concluded to have been the major factors of a low 
species diversity occurring in December . Seasonal patterns otherwise 
generally followed those previously reported by other workers. 
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Introduction 
Benthic insects are abundant in freshwater communities. They 
function in the second and third ranks in the trophic s equence and are 
involved in the mineraliz~tion and recycling of organic matter. Many 
immature benthic insects are also major food sources for many fishes. 
Characteristic benthic communities have been described f or both 
lentic and lotic waters. Only a few studies of benthic insect 
communities have been done. These ·include studies by Chapman and 
Demory ( 1963) , Hodkinson ( 1975) , Mackay ( 1969), Mackay and Kalff ( 1969), 
and Macan (1962) in which specific emphasis was on insect populations. 
Seasonal distribut ion is always a problem, as noted by Ryn~s (1970) who 
wrote , "we are overwhelmed by facts, but ther e are no clear over-all 
patterns of seasonal variations in aquatic invertebrate populations." 
Hynes (1970) and Macan (1962) described many specific aquatic 
individuals, th9ir characteristic food habits and habitat prefer ences. 
Chap;nan and Demory (1963), and Kos lucher and Minshall (1973), r eported 
s easonal changes in f ood habits of benthic invertebrates in s trea.ns. 
Hynes (1970), Macan (1962), and Corbett (1964) described specific 
. emergences and patterns of emergence of adult aquatic insects. A 
number of other authors (Cummins and Lauff 1969 , Egglishaw 1964, 
Hodkinson 1975, Hynes 1970. Macan 1962, Peterson 1926) have identified 
the two major factors controlling the presence and distribution of 
aquat ic invertebr a t es as being the substrate particle size and food 
availibility. 
Studies of entire benthic popula tions of running and standing 
water are numer-ous. However, only a f e·;1 papers show patterns between 
benthic populations and the factors influencing seasonal patterns. 
The ecot ypes of aquatic invertebrates are very similar the world over 
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although species distributions differ. Studies cannot be compared by _ 
the presence or absence of individual species alone. Seasonal variations 
likewise may be recognized on a world basis. Fluctuations in seasonal 
variations are a result of many factors, some abiotic others biotic and 
all fluctuating as to the importance one factor may play over another. 
In situations where there are no major unnatural stresses such as 
pollution or low oxygen levels, the population structures of similar 
habitats should be basically similar. 
In 1911, Allee described seasonal succession in old forest ponds 
in Illinois in a one-year study showing that the ·number of aquatic 
invertebrate species and individuals p~esent was greatest in midsummer. 
The most crowded habitats were the bottom along the pond margin in 
spring, or. the surface (lily pads) or in the mid-depths of the deepest 
water in midsummer, and near tha green water plants in autumn. He 
generally concluded that external factors which influenced seasonal 
succession included temperature, the amount· of water, the chemical com-
position of the water, the amount and character of food available, and 
the physical condition of the habitat. 
Peterson (1926) completed a one-yea!' study on facts of seasonal 
succession of aquatic invertebrates and the relative values of different 
environmental factors affecting its cause. He found in a shallow 
Chara-Cattail pond (24 inches deep) in Michigan, that each species had 
two periods of maximum abundance; autumn and spring and two periods of 
minimum abundance; winter and late summer. Re concluded that this 
pattern of succession followed temperature and depth with winter ice 
and late summer low water levels limiting .'..l.bundance. PH and oxygen 
were concluded to be accompanying, rather than casual factors. 
In a study of a profundal area in Wisconsin, Eggleton (1931) 
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described fluctuations of total profundal bottom fauna which showed a 
marked periodicity. An annual midsummer minimum and midwinter maximum 
were the results of the invasion each fall , and exit each spring, of 
invertebrates from the profundal area. Ecological factors found to 
influence quali tative and quantitative variations and distribution were 
bottom characteristics and physico - chemical factors . 
Hodkinson (1975), in a study of benthi c insects of an abandoned 
beaver pond in Canada, studied the feeding bi ology and distribution of 
insects relative to substrate type. He found the main factors influencing 
immature distribution were part icle size, organic content and carbon/ 
nitrogen ratio. This study, one of the few on benthic insect populations, 
was not oriented toward any type of seasonal study, however. 
Anderson and Hooper (1956), during a year study on seasonal abundance 
and production of littoral bottom fauna in a Michigan lake, found the 
number and volume of benthic animals to increase from September through 
December and decrease in number in January. The greatest volume (milliliters) 
of invertebrates present was in the spring. 
A short s tudy (June through August) by Matheny and Heinrichs (1968) 
on benthic fauna within a pond in Tennessee, showed larvae of Chironomidae 
and Chaoboridae to be the predominant organisms collected. Both 
exhibited distinct seasonal variations in numbers, with populations decreasing 
throughout the summer. Often the bottom fauna was r estricted to shallow 
areas because of higher oxygen levels occurring there in the summer. 
Hamilton (1971) studying the benthos of lakes in Ontario als0 found 
species of Chaoboridae and Chironomidae larvae to be the most abundant .. 
forms in a l ~ lakes with depths l ess th<.1l, t en meters. Hamilton conc1'.1d,:d 
that dissolved oxygen concentrations and t emperature of the bottom water 
were probably the. primary factors limiting the distribution of individual 
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species. 
The invertebrate fauna on the bottom of a Southern Illinois swamp 
was shown to exhibit extreme seasonal fluctuations in both abundance 
and diversity from April through October (Krull and Hubert 1973). 
The dominant forms were organisms tolerant of high concentrations of 
organic material and low oxygen levels. A. midsummerniinimum and a 
maximum in the late fall (October) were observed. 
Sublette (1956) discussed the seasonal changes (October - March) in 
the bottom fauna of a headl,1ater stream in Arkansas. The fauna 1 dominated 
by insects, reached a low during the fall but gradually increased u.ntil 
late winter, then the maximum was abruptly reduced by the erosional 
effects of flood waters. The areas sampled were riffles which always 
had high oxygen concentrations. 
Egglishaw (1964) described r elationships between bottom fauna and plant 
detritus. He reported that during the colder months (October - March) 
the bottom fauna was more s table in number and variety, and any increase 
in biomass was due to an increase in the size of the constituent animals 
rather than to the increase in number of young forms. Another paper by 
Egglishaw and Mackay (1967) dealt with seasonal changes in the composition, 
number, and weight ofbenthic organisms in three streams of a differing 
character in Scotland. They reported most of the variation in the number 
and weight of bottom fauna present could be attributed to the amount of 
plant detritus at the sampling site . 
Mackay (1969) and Mackay and Kalff (1969) reported relationships 
between aquatic in~ect distribution and substrate size throughout the 
year in a small Quebec stream. Mackay stated that distribution of such 
insect species was probably influenced chiefly by food and temperature 
but that the size of the stream wa5 also an important fact or. The smaller 
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the stream, the more it is affected by environmental conditions and by 
the accumulation of detritus. Mackay and Kalff used diversity indices 
and standing crops to show seasonal variations. Total biomass, numbers 
of specimens collected in each order, substrate biomass and species 
diversity were all compared seasonally. In regard to substrate size, 
the nucber of insects per unit area of each habitat was least in sand 
and increased through gravel, stones, leaves, and detritus. Biomass per 
unit area was least in gravel and increased through detritus, sand, 
leaves and stones. Leaves supported the greatest number of species 
and greatest diversity. Diversity of total species and individuals was 
greatest in summer and decreased through winter, autumn and spring 
respectively. 
Ransom and Dorris (1972) in a year-long study on benthic communities 
in a reservoir, found that diversity indices were an easy and r eliable 
method of determining long - term effects of different levels of water 
quality on benthic fauna. They found significant differences in annual 
species diversity among bays which differed in water quality, and found 
that spacies diversity decreased uniformly from shore to the deeper 
waters. 
This study was designed to examine the. seasonal ( fall and winter) 
differences of benthic insect populations as to total numbers of organisms, 
number of taxa, and species diversity, in both standing and running waters. 
No refe rences have been found which discuss seasonal differences of both 
standing and running water from one watershed. Also in this paper, 
fluctuations in the normal seasonal patt erns,whether it be the amount of 
carbon dioxide , dissolved oxygen, alkalinity, the temperature of the water, 
pH or ~o:nbinations of any of these, ar ~ excll:ii.nect . 
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Study Area 
Three major areas of study were chosen; the Embarras River above Lake 
Charleston, Lake Charleston, and the Embarras River belo~ Lake Charleston . 
Three sampling sites were carefully chosen within each area so that the 
most common habitats were included in the study. 
The first study area was the Embarras River above Lake Charleston. 
This study area was located in Sec . 17, T. 12N, R. 10E. ' Water flow was 
less than . 20 m/sec . The water level remained nearly constant at all sites 
throughout the study. The first sampling site in this area was near the 
middle of the river at a depth of about 3 . 2 m, in a substrate consisting 
largely of silt overlying sand. The second sampling site was located 
under or near bank tree roots, at a depth of about 1. 4 m. The substrate 
at this s ite was chiefly_ silt and fine .sand . The third sampling site 
was along the bank at depths of about .3 m where leaf litter was common 
on the silty substrate. 
Lake Charleston, located in Sec . 24 and 25, T. 12N, R. 9E, was the 
second area sampled . The first s ite located in Sec . 24 near the shore was 
characterized by a depth of about . 3 m, and a sparce growth of aquatic 
smartweed (Polygonum sp.) which remained until November. The substrate 
was composed mainly of clay. 'The second site on the lake, in Sec . 25, was 
located in the pelagic zone in depths of about 1.1 m with a substrate 
composed almost entirely of silt. The third site also in Sec . 25 and 
located near the shore was characterized by a depth of about . 2 m, and 
had no rooted vegetation. The substrate was composed mainly of sand . The 
water level remained nearly constant at all sites during the study . 
The third major area of s tudy was the Embarras River about one mile 
below the Lake Charleston dam . This study area was located in Sec . 36 , 
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T. 12N, R. 9E. The first sampling site was a riffle which was 
characterized by water depths of about .1 m and a substrate composed 
primarily of medium sized gravel. 
(Cladophora sp.) occurred there. 
Dense beds of filamentous algae 
The mean flow rate of about .40 m/sec 
kept the site free of ice throughout the study. The water level remained 
constant at this site until the middle of February when the volume of 
water increased. The depth at the time of last sampling (Feb. 16) was 
about .4 m while the flow rate increased to a mean of about 1.08 m/sec 
which caused a great reduction in the extent of the filamentous algae beds. 
The second site was located below the riffle site and next to the stream 
bank with a depth of about .3 m. The flow rate averaged .25 m/sec except 
for the last sampling date (Feb. 16) when the velocity was abo1tt .30 
m/sec and depth increased to about .8 m. The substrate was typically 
gravel and sand with an overlying leaf layer formed during the middle 
of October. The third site was located below the riffle but near the 
opposite bank from the second in a location protected from the main 
current. Water flow was about .20 m/sec until the last sampling date 
(Feb. 16) when the river rose increasing the flo·.-1 rate to about .22 m/sec. 
Substrate type was chiefly silt. Depth was about 1.2 m until the last 
sampling date in february when the river rose bringing the depth to about 
1.6 m. 
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Methods 
The benthic insect fauna and the water quality of the nine sites from 
the three major study areas were sampled every other week beginning October 
13, 1976 and terminating February 16, 1977. Benthic sampling preceded or 
followed water .quality analysis by a day due to the time required for each. 
Benthic Insects 
Benthic samples were t aken where applicable with a Foerst- Peterson 
2 · 
style grab which samples an area of 622 . 44 cm. In the riffle a Surber 
type sampler was used which samples an area of 929.0 cm2 • The total 
number ·of organisms within each species collected by the Surber type 
sampler were multiplied by 0.67 for use in diversity indices which provided 
a common sample size for all sampling sites . Samples were taken while 
wading or from a boat, as necessity dictated. Ice holes were used for 
winter access. The substrate samples were transferred to a #30 mesh 
(0.59 mm) wash bucket in which silt, clay and smaller debris were removed. 
The remaining material and organisms were transferred to large containers 
and returned to the laboratory . 
In the laboratory each sample was washed through a #4 and a #30 U.S. 
Standard Sieve with mesh openings of 4 . 76 mm and 0 . 59 mm respectively. 
Th~ contents of each sieve were transferred to seperate large, white 
porcelin pans for examination. The organisms were sorted and preserved 
in vials of 70% isopropyl alcohol for later identification. 
General references used for identification included: Arnett (1968), 
Borrer and Delong (195lt ), Hilsenhoff (1975), Johannsen (1937a, 1937b) , 
Lawson (1959) , Mason (1973), Pennak (1953), Peterson (1926), Usinger 
(1956) , and Edmonson (1959). Confirmation and identification of some of 
~-
the more difficult groups were achieved with the assistance of various 
experts cited in the acknowledgements. 
Water Quality 
A total of five water quality parameters were determined for each 
sampling site. A Model 54 YSI oxygen meter. was used to determine dis-
solved oxygen (DO) and water temperature. At the time the dissolved 
oxygen and temperature were being determined, a water s ample was taken 
from each s ite. In shallower areas a grab sample was used and in deeper 
areas .• a Kemmerer bott le . Kemmerer water samples were transferred to 
BOD bottles and returned to the lab for analysis . A Corning Scientific 
Ins trument Model 7 pH meter was us ed to measure pH. Alkalinity was de-
termined by titration according to Standard Methods (A.P.H.A. 1971). 
The Corning Scientific Ins trument Model 7 pH meter was used to determine 
titration endpoints. Carbon dioxide was determined by calculation 
(Lind 1974). 
Other Physical Parameters 
One substrate core was taken from each of the nine sites at s ome-
. time during November, 1976 to determine the generalized substrate type. 
A core ~ampler was uGed which had an internal diameter of 6 . 0 cm. Core 
samples were transferred to jar s with a small amount of 100% i sopropyl 
alcohol, to retard decompos ition, and returned to the lab . 
The upper 5 .0 cm of each core was dried at 200. 0° C for two hours 
by use of a l~b Heat Muffle Furnace and weighed . Detritus was removed by 
flotation of the dried sample in water. The detritus was then re-
0 turned to the furnace for one hour at 100.0 C and then wei ghed. The 
remainder of the sample was washed through six sieves of the U.S. 
St andard Sieve Series, . 251+ in, #4 , #30 , #35 , #60 , and #170 with mesh 
openings of 6 . 35 mm, 4.76 mm, 0 . 59 mm, 0 . 500 mm, 0.250 mm, and 0.088 mm 
respectively . The contents for each screen were then oven dried for 
two hours at 200. 0° C. Substrate particle size (Weber 1975) was recorded 
as a percent of the total weight. 
The F-583 Water Current Meter (pygf!1y type) manufactured by the 
Weather Measure Corporation was used to find the current velocity of 
the Embarras River above and below Lake Charleston. This was done 
during Novemper , 1976 and again on February 15, 1977, when the velocit y 
increased on the Embarras River below Lake Charleston due to an in-
crease in the volume of water . 
Depths were determined by a meter stick in shallower waters a..~d 
by the calibrated chain on a Secchi Disk in deeper areas during Nov-
ember and again on February 15, 1977, when water levels rose on the 
Embarras River below Lake Charleston. 
Diversity indices of aquatic benthic insect populations were 
determined by the machine formula presented by Lloyd, Zar, and Kar 
· (Weber 1973). The formulation is: 
C = 3 . 321928 (converts base 10 log to base 2 [bit~) . 
N -· total number of individuals . 
N. = total number of individuals in the .th species . 
1 1 
Results 
Table 2. Sumrr.ary of data from Lake Charleston, October , 1976 to February , 1977. 
a Sampling Dates 
Cat egory October November December January February 
14 28 11 23 7 21 4 18 1 15 
Mean total alkalinity, rng/1 199 198 215 232 242 237 274 266 281 226 
+ 1 + 0 
.! 3 +10 + 2 +10 .;t, 5 ;:.17 +15 +30 
-
Mean carbonate alkalinity, mg/1 11 5 8 14 20 
+ 1 + 1 + 1 + 2 + 1 
- -
Mean carbon dioxide, mg/1 . 6 1.1 1.1 1.0 . 7 2.2 2. 6 12 .7 6. 8 6.3 
+.O +. 1 +.o ,;t_.2 +. O +.2 
.:.•3 +3 . 6 .:.2 . 3 _:.1. 9 
- 1 
Mean dissolved oxygen , mg/1 10.1 10. 9 12 . 8 15.8 4. 4 ...) 13.2 12.2 12. 0 2.7, 5. 7 I\) 
+.2 
.;t• 7 +.2 .:!:.•9 +2 . 9 +. o +1 . 0 +2.7 +. 4 _:.1. 7 t 
Mean pH 8.7 8. 5 8.5 8.6 8.8 8.2 8.2 7.5 7. 8 7. 8 
+.O +. 1 
-
+.O +. 1 +. 1 +. 1 +. 1 +. 1 +. 1 +. 1 
0 15.7 4.8 2.5 . 7 2. 3 1.7 1. 7 .3 -.3 .o Mean temperature , C 
+1 .2 
.!.•3 .:!:.•5 +1 .2 +.6 +. 6 +.6 +. 6 +. 6 .:!:.•9 
- -
Total number of individuals/m2 89 170 28 18 30 32 17 78 73 317 
Total number of taxa 14 18 7 8 12 16 9 14 8 15 
Species diversity 2. 39 2. 16 2.02 2.02 3. 02 3.47 2. 90 2. 54 2.23 1. 75 
Mea.~ spocies diversity/season Fall 2.32 Winter 2.58 
a Sampling dates for benthic insects preceded or followed water quality by a day, dates for benthic 
sampling were Oct . 13 and 27 , Nov. 10 and 24 , Dec . 8 and 22, Jan . 5 and 20 , and Feb . 2 and 16 . 
Table 3. Summary of data from the Embarras River below Lake Charleston, October, 1976 to February , 1977. 
Category 
Mean total alkalinity, mg/1 
Mean carbo:1.ate alkalinity, mg/1 
Mean carbon dioxide, mg/1 
Mean di$So1ved oxygen, mg/1 
Mean pH 
0 Mean temper a t ure, C 
Total number of individuals/m2 
Total number of taxa 
Species diversity 
Mean species diversity/season 
Sampling Dates8 
October November December January February 
14 28 11 23 7 21 4 18 1 15 
211 
+ 1 
2.1 
+. O 
-
8.6 
+. 4 
8.2 
+.O 
-
204 
+ 1 
1.6 
+.o 
9.5 
.:!:.1 .3 
8.3 
.:,. 0 
217 
+ 1 
2.2 
+. 6 
10. 6 
+.4 
8 . 2 
+. 1 
13.8 4 . 8 3.2 
.!. • 3 .:t.•3 .:t.-3 
314 104 311 
25 18 26 
2.77 2 . 90 3.19 
228 
+ 1 
1. 8 
+.o 
10.9 
+.5 
8.3 
+. O 
243 
+ 1 
14 
+ 2 
1 . 1 
+. 1 
12.2 
.:,1 . 7 
8.5 
+.1 
231 
.!. 5 
2.0 
.:.-3 
11 . 1 
+1 . 2 
8.3 
+. 1 
253 
+ 1 
2 . 2 
.:!:.· 3 
11 . 7 
+1 .3 
8.3 
+.1 
277 
+ 1 
284 
+14 
299 
+ 1 
6.5 6. 4 7.3 
+. 8 +2 . 2 +2 . 4 
7.9 
z1.5 
7.8 
+.1 
?.6 
+.8 
7.9 
+. 2 
9. 7 
.:t.1 . 3 
7.8 
.:.•2 
1.5 .8 1 . 2 . 7 . 5 - 1 . 0 . 3 
+.O .:,•3 .!.•3 .!.•3 .:!:.•9 +. O +. 6 
413 293 253 502 455 · 475 291 
28 27 25 25 26 28 22 
3.20 3. 50 3. 83 3.30 3. 52 3. 48 3. 18 
Fall 3.11 Winter 3. 46 
a Sampling dates for benthic insects preceded or followed water quality sampling by a day, dates for benthic 
sampling were Oct . 13 and 27 , Nov . 10 and 24, Dec. 8 and 22, Jan. 5 and 20, and Feb . 2 and 16. 
I 
~ 
vJ 
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Results and Discussion 
Alkalinity 
The alkalinity of water is determined by the quality and quantity of 
compounds that bring about a shift in the pH of a solution toward the 
alkaline side of the pH range. Total alkalinity is the sum of bicarbonates, 
carbonates and hydroxides but is generally the result of bicarbonates 
and usually expressed in terms of calcium carbonate (Lind 1974). 
Expected total alkalinities in nature usually range from 45 to 200 mg/1 
(Lind 1974). Carbonates and bicarbonates are common to most waters 
bcause carbonate minerals are abundant in nature while the presence of 
hydroxides is rare in nature. Bicarbonate content is dependent upon 
the calcium content and the a.mount of co2 present in the water. During· 
photosynthesis plants use free co2 and bicarbonates causing calcium 
carbpnate to precipitate and causing an increase in pH. If CO2 is 
increased calcium carbonate is dissolved. 
Alkalinity is considered to be an important environmental factor on 
the growth of algae, and may be considered an index of productivity 
(Hynes 1970). In correlating standing biomass and alkalinity, Hynes 
wrote that the correlation between Trichoptera and alkalinity was 
positive and the correlation between Ephemeropter a and alkalinity was 
negative . These correlations may also be a result of pH, hardness or 
amounts of CO2 , all of which are directly rela t ed to alkalinity. 
Mean carbonate alkalinity from the three sites on the Embarras 
River above Lake C-narleston was found to be zero. This was expected 
since the pH remained at 8.3 or lower. Mean carbonate alkalinity from 
the three sites on Lake Charleston ranged from 5 t o 20 mg/1 Caco3 during 
the fall months but was fo~nd to be ~ero for the winter months (Table 2). 
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This was expected since pH values were above 8.3 and CO2 values were lower 
during the fall sampling periods. Carbonate alkalinity values for the 
Ernbarras River below Lake Charleston were o.o mg/1 Caco3 except on 
December 7, 1976 when a value of 14 rng/1 Caco3 was determined (Table 3). 
The pH at this time was 8.5 and the lowest co2 value of 1.1 mg/1 was determined. 
Mean total alkalinity for the three sites on the Embarras River 
above Lake Charleston ranged from 215 to 352 mg/1 Caco3 (Table 1). 
Monthly means are plotted in Figure 1. 
2001....._ _ .---------,.---------,--------r--------r---
Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. 
Figure 1. Mean total alkalinity of the Embarras River above Lake 
Charleston, October, 1976 to February, 1977. 
'l'heae increased alkalinity concentrations through January could have 
been a result of increased hardness and lower temperatures, while the 
decrease in alkalinity in February was probably due to dilution by runoff. 
from 198 to 281 mg/1 Caco3 (Table 2). Monthly means are plotted in Figure 2. 
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Oct . Nov . Dec . Jan . Feb . 
Figure 2 . Mean total alkalinity of Lake Charleston, October, 1976 to 
February, 197?. 
The same relationships as seen in Figure 1 occurred and are probably 
a result of the conditions mentioned above . 
The mean total alkalinity for the three sites f rom the Embarras 
River below Lake Charleston ranged from 204 to 299 mg/1 Caco3 (Table 3). 
Monthly means are plotted in Figure 3. 
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Oct. Nov . Dec . Jan . Feb . 
Figure 3. Mean total alkalinity of the Embarras River below Lake 
Charleston, October, 1976 to February, 1977. 
The increased alkalinity concentrations generally followed the decreasing 
pH values (Figure 9). 
Although high total alkalinity values occurrect,no correlations will 
be made between the benthic insect fauna and alkalinity. The higher 
total alkalinities occurred during the colder months when plants are 
usually metabolically l ess active . 
Carbon dioxide (CO2 ) and dissolve~ oxygen (DO) 
Carbon dioxide and dissolved oxygen are usually related to each other 
because of their inverse importance to plants and animals . Solnbilit y 
of the two in wate r is dependent on temperature, pressure and the amount 
of dissolved salts. 
Car.ban dioxide is very important in reeulating biological processes· 
such as plant growth, p~otosynthesis and animal respiration. It also 
acts as a buffer against rapid shifts in pH. Carbon dioxide is derived 
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as an end product of the process of decomposition by bacteria, the respiratory 
processes of plants and animals, chemical reactions of acids on bicarbonates , 
groundwater and runoff of chemicals of the topsoil and underlying rocks, 
and by rain which contains dissolved atmospheric carbon dioxide. 
Dissolved oxygen is very important in regulating metabolic processes 
and is a good indicator of water condition3· (generally 3 mg/1 is 
considered sufficient to cause stress, Lind 1974). Dissolved oxygen 
results from photosynthesis and respiratory activities of the biota, the 
diffusion gradient at the air - water interface and the distribution by 
wind - driven mixing. 
The activities determining the concentrations of CO2 and DO oppose 
each other in water. Algae require CO2 for photosynthesis while aerobic 
bacteria require o2 for the decomposition of organic material. However , 
during the day CO2 concentrations may be reduced considerably a.~d DO 
may be exceedingly high. While at night decomposition may saturate the 
water with CO2 and r educe DO. 
Mean co2 values from the three sites on the Embarras River above 
Lake Charleston ranged from 2.3 to 10.3 mg/1 CO2 while the mean DO of 
the three sites ranged from 2.6 to 9.1 mg/1· o2 (Table 1) . Mean monthly 
values of co2 and DO are plotted in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Mean carbon dioxide and dissolved oxygen of the Embarras 
River above Lake Charleston, October, 1976 to February, 1977. 
The ice and snow cover could have contributed to the lower DO values in 
December, January and February, by halting photosynthesis in the shallower 
areas and preventing wind - driven mixing. This same ice and snow cover 
could have contributed to the _increase in CO2 values resulting from a 
buildup of CO2 from decomposition by bacteria and little withdrawal by 
photosynthesis. 
Mean CO2 values for the three sites on La.~e Charleston ranged from 
O.G to 12.7 mg/1 CO2 while the mean DO values from the three sites ranged 
f1•om 2.7 to 15.8 mg/1 o2 (Table 2). Mean r:tonthly values for CO2 and DO 
are plotted in Figure 5. 
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Figur e 5. Mean carbon dioxide and dissolved oxygen of Lake Charleston, 
October, 1976 to February, 1977. 
The high o
2
concentrations in December could be attributed to lower 
temperatures and also the incowplete ice cover which allowed wave 
action and greater light penetration, especially during the colder 
months when the water was less turbid allowing for some photosynthesis 
to occur . • During January and February the winter ice and snow cover probably 
contributed to the lower DO values by eliminating wave action and limiting 
photoGynth.esis while the higher CO2 values were a result of a buildup of 
CO2 from decomposition by bacteria. 
Mean CO2 values for the three sites on the Embarras River below 
Lake Charleaton ranged from 1.1 to 7.3 mg/1 CO2 while the mean DO values 
for the three sites ranged from 7.6 to 12.2 mg/1 o2 (Table 3). Mean 
:no:.1thly VJ.lu-e;:; of CO2 and :)O are plott ed in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Mean carbon dioxide and dis solved oxygen of the Embarras 
River below Lake Charleston , October, 1976 to February, 1977 . 
Conditions contributing to the increase in CO2 during the winter sampling 
periodscould have been r educed photosynthesis, which would limit CO2 
uptak~ and runoff d~ring February. The increasing amount of DO until December 
was probably due to lower temperatures, incomplete ice cover allowing 
wind action and photosynthesis to occur . Then the decrease in DO after 
December could have been attributed to increased ice and snow cover 
limiting wind action and photosynthesis except in the riffle areas. 
After December on Lake Charleston dis solved oxygen concentrations 
continued to drop while carbon dioxide concentrations increased, these 
conditions followed the decrea sing species diversity. Conditions which 
cause stress were present on Lake Charles t on and the Embarras River above 
Lalte Charl~ston during early February when mean dissolved oxygen 
concent ~at i ons wer e below t he 3.0 mg/:l l 'JV~l ( ,:. . 'l and 2 . 6 respecti•,ely). 
The tota l number of individuals at that time appeared to be unaffected 
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while the number of taxa present and species diversity were not iceably 
lower at both areas (Tables 1 and 2 ) . No species of Coleopt er a , Ephemeroptera, 
Odonata or Trichoptera were collected at that t ime from Lake Charleston . 
From the Embarras River above Lake Charleston no species of Neuroptera, 
Odonata or Trichoptera were collected. Also, there were fewer chironomid 
species (Polypedilum sp . and Procladius sp • . were absent) and the numbers 
within the common chironomid species were fewer (Chironomus sp. , Cry:ptochironomus 
sp., and Dicr otendipes sp. ) . The consi s t ent number of t otal individuals 
among!ewer species accounts for the lower species diversity in both ar ~as. 
The increase in t he number of specimens of Chaoborus sp. provided for t he 
lower species diversity on the Embarras River above Lake Charleston on 
February 1 , 1977. The presence of fewer numbers of individuals and a lower 
species diversity occurring at the s ame time of low dissolved oxygen 
concentrations suggest s a correlation. The United States Environmental 
Protection Agency (Weber 1973) lists those neur~pter ans (Sialis s p. ), 
odonates (Enallagma sp., Macromia· sp. , Perithemi s sp., Gomphus sp.), 
t r ichopterans (Hydropsych.eGp. , Cheumat opsyche sp., Hydropt ila sp., 
Oecetis sp. , Cyrnellus sp . ) and one dipt eran (Polypedilum sp .. ) as faculative 
or i ntolerant of s t ressful conditions (such as organic pollution and/or 
low dissolved oxygen) . However , those also not present or fewer in number 
at this sampling period were thos~ the United States Environmental Protect ion 
Ageacy (Weber 1973) lis ts as tolerant or faculative of stressful condit i ons 
(Chiron~ sp., Cryptochironom\ls sp. , Dicrotendipes sp .. and Procladius sp. ) . 
Hydrogen ion concentration (pH) 
The pH of a solution is a m~asure of its hydrogen ion activity and 
is the logarithm of the reciproc a l of the hydrogen ion concentra tions 
(Lind 1974) . Most natural waters fall into a wide pH range between 4.0 
and 9.0 and much more oft en in the r ange of fi.o to 8. 0 .. Photosynthesis 
I 
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tends to raise the pll by carbon dioxide withdrawal whi.12 both respiration 
and organic decomposition r educe pH by carbon dioxide liberation. 
Acid waters have been reported to be without species and also 
reported to be rich in species (Hynes 1970) . Peterson (1926) found 
numbers of animals to decrease between October and January which 
followed a definate decrease in pH, except in March, when the pH was 
the lowest, more animals began to appear. He concluded the correlation 
was accidental. The importance of acidity remains to be substantiated as 
far as invertebrates are concerned (Hynes 1970) . 
Mean pH values for the three sites from the Embarras River above 
Lake Charleston ranged from 7.6 t o 8.3 (Table 1). Monthly means are 
plotted in Figure 7. 
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Fi gure 7 . Mean pH of the Embarras River above Lake Charleston, October, 
19?6 to 'februn't'y, 1977. 
The decrease in pH values. through the :;;tudy inversely followed the 
increasing values for carbon dioxide (figure 4). 
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Mean pH values for the three sites from Lake Charleston ranged 
from 7.5 to 8.8 (Table 2). Monthly me~s are plotted in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Mean pH of Lake Charleston, October, 1976 to February, 1977. 
The decrease in pH values at this area also inversely followed the 
increasing values for carbon dioxide (Figure 5). 
Mean pH values for the three sites for the Embarras River below 
Lake Charleston ranged from 7.8 to 8.5 (Table 3). Monthly means are 
plotted in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Mean pH of the Embarras River below Lake Charleston, October, 
1976 to February, 1977. 
The pH values again, generally are the reverse of the increasing amounts 
of carbon dioxide (Figure 6). 
No pH value extremes occurred and therefore no correlations between 
benthic insect populations and pH values will be made. 
Temperature 
Temperature is one of the most important physical factors of an 
aquatic community and directly effects the solubility of gases, therefore 
controlling their concentrations. The rhythm of life histories of many 
aquatic invert ebrates is controlled by temperatur e and extremes in 
temperature can limit the number of aquatic species present . Low 
water temperatures can decrease the rate of developement, respiration 
and other phy:;iological p.roces:-,es of aqnatic animals. Emerge!lce of 
certain aquatic insects can be explained in terms of the water temperature 
of the preceding months, which directly controls the rate of development. 
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An apparent exception to the slow rate of development a.re some species _ 
of plecopteran nymphs which continue to grow at low temperat~res and 
emerge from the water as adults during the colder months. 
In cases of low t emperatures, the formation of ice on the surface 
protects the body of water from further cooling by the atmosphere, while 
formation of ice on the substrate can severely damage an invertebrate 
community and with spring thaws, ice can take part in the scouring of 
substrates. Certain benthic insects have been known to withstand 
freezing and thawing. One particular species of Chironomus is able 
to withstand freezing repeatedly without apparent harm (Schlollander 
et al. 1953). The entrance of water from melting snow and ice in the 
winter or spring can lower water temperatures considerably. 
Kean temperatures from the three sites on the Embarras River 
above Lake Charleston ranged from -0.3 to 15.0° C (Table 1). Monthly 
means are plotted in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. Mean temperature of the Embarras River above Lake Charleston, 
October, 1976 to February, 1977. 
Mean temperatures of the three sites from Lake Charleston ranged 
from -0.3 to 15.7° C (Table 2) . Monthly means are plotted in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11. Mean temperature of Lake Charleston, October, 1976 to 
February, 1977. 
Feb. 
Mean temperatures of the three sites from the Embarras River 
below Lake Charleston ranged from -1.0 to 13.8° C (Table 3). Monthly 
means are plotted in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12. Mean temperature of the Embarras River below Lake Charleston, 
October, 1976 to February, 1977. 
The coldest water temperatures occurred at the same time dissolved 
oxygen values wer e low, and also when the total number of taxa and 
species diversity were low on Lake Charleston (Table 2) . This lower 
temperature value may have contributed to the low species diversity and 
low number of taxa present . 
Benthic Insect Fauna 
The use of diversity indices is an easy way to evaluate both species 
numbers and the total number of individuals present by use of a calculated 
representative number which generally ranges between zero and five . 
Changes:in diversity are a result of either an increase or decrease in 
the number of species pres~nt and/or the total number of individuals 
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~ithin each species. Species diversity is highest when the number of 
species is relatively high with the total number of individuals divided 
uniformlv among the species. Deviations from the norm are a result of 
" 
a low number of species and/or a high total number of individuals within 
one or two species. 
Although low diversities are characteristic of disturbed environments 
(pollution, low DO), low diversities do occur in areas with poor habitat · 
structure due to substrate types and/or food availibility. The number of 
insects per unit area is usually greatest in detr.J;us and larger stones 
and decreases through leaves, gravel and sand, while diversity of total 
species is generally highest in leaves (Hynes 1970, Mackay 1969, Mackay 
and Kalff 1969) . There are several exceptions to this. Epbemeroptera 
numbers tend to decrease with an increase in leaves and species of 
Simulium numbers tend to decrease with increasing detritus (Hynes 1970). 
The presence of rooted plants and filamentous algae also contributes to 
higher numbers of invertebrates and higher species diversity. 
Lotic waters tend to be more diverse than lentic waters due to the 
fact that dissolved oxygen levels are normally higher, pla.~ts are 
metabolically more active, more habitats are present and more diverse 
due to the current effect reducing silting and thereby producing more 
gravel and stony substrates .. The presence of impoundments or dams has 
proven to increase produ~tion and diversity of invertebrates downstream 
b:, limiting silting and suppling a rich plankton overflow to downstream 
invertebrates (Spence and Hynes 1971). 
Variations in the nu:nber of sp~cies and number of individuals present 
seas,:mally are a res1.tlt of the different life histories of the organisms, 
esp~cinlly the hat~hing of eggs and e~ergence of the adults from the water. 
Generally eggs hatch during the midsummer and autumn, growth occurs during 
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the lat e autumn and winter and emergence occurs late in spring. There 
are exceptions to this general trend. The families Chironomidae, 
Hydropsychidae , Hydroptilidae , Simuliidae and the order Ephemeroptera 
have species which have several generations per year giving many stages of 
the same organism present at the same time. Likewise, certain species of 
aquatic Coleoptera occurs at all s t ages in all seasons. Species of 
Plecoptera, Ephemeroptera and Neuroptera remain as immatures for more than 
one season. Species of Ephemeroptera, some species of Simuliidae and 
Hydropsychidae have extended or interrupted hatching periods, while 
Plecoptera adults emerge in the f all, winter, or spring. Any aquatic 
insec t ' s life cycle, as stated earlier, is controlled to a large ex-
tent by the t emperature of the water. 
The general seasonal pattern in lotic waters is that the nW!lber 
of invertebr a t es declines in the late spr ing and early summer primarily 
because of the emergence of adults then a rise in midsummer and again 
in autumn as new individuals hatch from eggs. Numbers increase until 
midwinte r then experience a slow decrease until early spring due to 
death and predation. Then a sharper ·decrease in numbers occurs in 
spring due to rising water i ncreasing the current and scouring the 
substrate , and later, the emergence of adult insects (Hynes 1970, 
Mackay and Kalff 1969, Sublette 1956) . 
In lentic waters the trend seems to be similar to that f ound in 
lotic habitats wi th midsummer, late fall, midwinter, and early spring 
maximums without the erosional effects of currents. The presence of 
ice during the winter months appears to force insects toward deeper 
wat ers with a reinvasion of shallows in spring (Eggleton 1931 and 
Krull and Hubert 1973) . 
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Mean species diversity of the three sites from the Embarras River 
above Lake Charleston ranged from 1.57 to 2 . 81 . The mean total number 
of individuals collected from the three sites ranged from 67 to 242/m2 
while the mean total number of taxa collected ranged from 11 to 19 
(Table 1) . Monthly means of species diversity, number of individuals/m2 
and number of taxa are plotted in Figures 13, 14 and 15 respectively. 
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Figure 13. Mean species diversity of the Embarras River above Lake 
Charleston , October, 1976 to February, 1977. 
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Figure 14 . Mean number of individuals collected from the Embarras River 
above Lake Charleston , October, 1976 to February , 1977. 
' Od . Nov. De(; . Jan. Feb. 
Figure 15. Mean number of taxa coll ec ted from the Embarras River abovG 
Lake Charleston, October, 1976 to Ff.~bruary, 1977 . 
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The increase in species diversity in January was probably a result of final 
egg hatchings increasing the number of taxa. The decrease in species 
diversity in February was a direct result of a low number of taxa present 
with an unequal distribution of the individuals among the taxa. The 
specific taxa involved were discussed in the dissolved oxygen section 
when oxygen values on February 1, 1977 wer~ low. Low species divers ity 
during February could have been a result of both low oxygen values and als o 
reduction of taxa by predation and death. Seasonal sp~cies di versities 
were very s imilar; fall 2 . 32 and winter 2 . 31 . The Embarras River at 
this location was characterized by deep , slow-moving water with a silt 
substrate and a shoal of detritus with a high percent of s ilt. These 
factors alone provided for a generally low species divers ity. 
Mean species diversity of the three s ites from Lake Charleston 
ranged from 1.75 to 3 . 47 . The mean total number of individuals collected 
from three s i tes ranged from 17 to 317/m2 while the mean to tal nurob~r 
of taxa collected ranged from 7 to 18 (Table 2 ) . Monthly means of 
species diversity , number of individuals/m2 and number of taxa are 
plotted in Figures 16 , 17 and 18 respectively . 
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Figure 16. Mean species diversity of Lake Charleston, October, 1976 to 
February, 1977. 
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Figure ·17. Hean number of individuals collected from Lake Charleston, 
October, 1976 to February, 1977. 
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Figure 18 . Mean number of taxa collected from Lake Charleston, October, 
1976 to February, 1977. 
Species diversity generally followed the number of t~a present . The low 
number of t axa and low number of individuals present during November. 
provided for a low species diversity . Near the first of November the 
population of the aquatic smartweed, Poly?,onum sp., died, whi ch could 
have contributed to the lower species diversity. The decrease in species 
divers ity followed t he decreas ing dissolved oxygen values (Figure 5), 
this corr elation may have been accidental . The decrease in species 
diversity aft er December gener ally followed t he increas e in ice cover 
thickness , which could have f orced organisms to deeper water or caused 
death. On t he last sampling dat e , February 16 , 1977, the maximum 
number of individuals/m2 wer e collected . This could be attributed to 
the thawing of the ice allowing organis ms to reinvade the shallow areas 
espec ially the areas with high amounts of detritus ( the vegetated site) . 
Se;t.GOnal species diversities were, 2 . 3? and 2 . 58 for fall and winter 
res pectively . The winter maxima were prohably due to final egg hatchings 
gi ving more individuals and taxa. 
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Mean species diversity of tha thre.e sites from the Embarras River 
below Lake Charleston ranged from 2.77 to 3.88. The mean total number 
of individuals collected ranged from 104 to 502/m2 while the mean total 
number of taxa collected from the three sites ranged from 18 to 28 
(Table 3). Monthly means of species diversity, number of individuals/m2 
and number of taxa are plotted in Figures 19, 20 and 21 respectively. 
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. figure 19. Mean species diversity of the Embarras River below Lake 
Charleston, October, 1976 to February, 1977. 
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Mean number of individuals collected from the Embarras River 
Charl eston,- October , 1976 to February. 1977. 
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Figure 21 . Mean number of taxa collected from the Embarras River below 
Lake Charles ton, October, 1976 to February , 1977. 
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Seasonal species diversities were, 3 .11 for the fall and 3.46 for 
the winter, which followed the general seasonal rhythm reported by 
Mackay and Kalff (1969) . The lower number of individuals were distributed 
more evenly among the species in December providing a higher speci es 
diversity. The peak number of individuals/m2 collected in January could 
have been attributed to f inal egg hatchings·. The decrease in individuals 
and taxa in February was a direct result of higher waters which increased 
the current , scouring the si.tbstrate. Hynes' (1970) report that the 
family Chironomidae and the families of Plecoptera, and ~phemeroptera 
were most affected by high~r waters and the family Simuliidae and 
families of Trichoptera were affected to a lesser degree did not appear 
to hold true. Values in this study showed Coleoptera, Simuliidae and 
Trichoptera to be affected the most while Chironomidae and Plecoptera 
to be least affected and Ephemeroptera to be unaffected. As .the species 
of Hexagenia were fairly well protected from the direct erosional effects 
of the current, the Ephemeroptera appeared not to have been affected . 
High species diversity of the Embarras River below Lake Charlesto~ 
was a direct result of prime substrate types and 'the presence of the 
filamentous algae beds providing food and shelter. The Lake Charleston 
dam being roughly a mi le away supplied a rich diet of plankton to the 
macroinvertebratcs and limited silting. Organis ms directly affected by 
this rich diet were Hydropsychidae and Simuliidae which appeared to be 
predominant within the riffle areas . 
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Conclusions 
Species diversity, the number of taxa and the number of in-
dividuals present in the Embarras River above Lake Charleston were gen-
erally low throughout the study. This was a direct result of the majority 
of the bottom area being composed of silt and found in deep, slowly-
moving water which provided for poorer habitat structure as compared 
to shallower waters with more littoral area containing rooted vege-
tation and more detritus. The peaking of the species diversity in 
January was expected and was probably a result of final egg hatching. 
Seasonal species diversities were very similar (fall 2.32 and winter 
2.31),which does not follow the lower fall and higher winter ex-
pectancies. Dissolved oxygen concentration decreased while carbon 
dioxide concentrations increased during the winter. These two factors 
plus predation and death probably contributed to the fewer taxa and 
individuals resulting in the low winter species diversity. 
The species diversity, the number of taxa and the number of 
individuals from Lake Charleston were generally low throughout the 
study. Of the three sites sampled, two sites were of poor habitat 
structure while the third site, being vegetated with aquatic smart-
weed, Polygonum sp., and having large amounts of detritus, supported 
the majority of individuals collected. Species diversity was generally 
lower during October and November with a peak in December followed by a 
decrease in January and February. The death of the aquatic smartweed 
most likely contributed to the lower number of individuals 9 number of 
taxa and species diversity in November. The p~ak in species diversity 
in December was the result of the number of individuals being distributed 
more evenly among the species. The thick Dec e mber ice may have forced 
organisms to deeper water until the last sampling date in February when 
111 
1, 
., 
ice thickness decreased and the largest nW1ber or individuals were 
collected. Organisms were able to reinvade the shallow areas at this 
time. Decreasing oxygen concentrations, increasing carbon dioxide 
concentrations and increasing ice thickness are likely factors which 
caused the lower species diversity after December. An accoapanying 
factor was the coldest winter temperature value occurring at the same 
time the lowest 0X7gen concentration value oecUJTed. Seasonall.7 1 
winter was more diverse which was expected and again was probably due 
to final egg hatchings in the tall. 
The Ellbarras River below Lake Charleston supported a high species 
diversity, high number of individuals and high number or tax.a. This 
was the direct result or good habitat structure provided by prime 
substrates and Lake Charleston supplying a rich diet or plankton and 
releasing relatively silt tree water. Species diversity increased 
until the peak in December and then elowl.7 decreased in Januaq and Feb-
ruaq. The peak in December was caused by a more even distribution or the 
individuals among the tan.. The highest nu'lllber or individuals was 
collected in Januaq and was probably a result of final egg hatchings. 
During Februaq higher water velocities scoured the substrate reducing 
the number or taxa and individuals considerably. An expected high winter 
species diversit7 occurred and again was probably a result of final egg 
hatchings. Mo water quality parameters tested appeared to affect the 
benthic insect fauna. 
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Append A. Classification of substrate particle sizes {Weber 1973). 
General categor, 
Medium gravel 
Fine gravel 
Fine gravel/very coarse sand 
Coarse sand 
Medium grained, sand 
Fine sand 
Silt and clay . 
Detritus 
Particle size 
6.35 - 32.0 m 
4.76 - 6.35 mm 
.59 - 4.76 mm 
• 500 - .59 1111 
.250 - .500 mm 
.o88 - .250 mm 
< .o88 mm 
(separated by flotation) 
Append 1. Summary of substrate particle size by percent dry veight from 
three sites on the Embarras River above Lake Charleston. 
Sites 
General categor, Deep Roots Shoal 
Medium gravel 
Fine gravel 
Fine gravel/very coarse sand , 21 
Coarse sand 5 
Medium grained sand 20 27 2 
Fine sand 3 31 20 
Silt 51 41 75 
Clay 
Detritus 1 3 
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Append 2. Summary of substrate particle size by percent dry weight from 
three sites on Lake Charleston. 
Sites 
Shoal Shoal 
General category vegetated Pelagic unvegetated 
Medium gravel 8 11 
Fine gravel 1 3 
Fine gravel/very coarse eand 3 7 
Coarse aand 1 1 
Medium grained sand 9 25 
Fine sand 18 1 Ito 
• 
Silt 99 11 
Clay 58 
Detritus 2 1 
Append 3. Summary o! substrate particle size by percent dry weight from 
three sites on the Embarraa River below Lake Charleston. 
Sites 
General category Rittle Shoal Deep 
Medium gravel 78 35 4 
Fine gravel . 4 7 
Fine gravel/very coarse sand 12 18 27 
Coarse eand 1 3 2 
Medium grained sand 3 25 7 
Fine eand 1 8 2 
Silt 2 57 
Detritus 1 3 1 
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Appeud 4, s._r, of oqaab• collecte4 froa tbe !labarru li•er al>°" Lau OlarlHtoa, October 13, 1976 to Ditcolll>er I, 1976. 
S!!21t!!i1 Datn 
October October •Cl'NIIMr ~r De_..r 
Tu. Sit .. 
13 27 10 24 I 
Coleoptera n 14 I) 24 10 
ElaidM 13 14 I) 24 10 
Deep ": 
Dubiraphta •P• (a) loota 
Sboa1 1 
.,.., 
Dubiraphia .,, (1) loot• J 2 
Slloa1 10 n II 24 10 
• 
l>lptera ti JOI 216 227 JU 
Cuatopos-1daa , 1 I 6 II 
.,.., , 1 
tlllicleatifi•d .,. (1) loota 1 J l , 
Sboal 5 J 4 5 • 
QdroooatdM 2t UI lU 151 2'0 
.,.., 
looU 
Ahlabe!!7i• ap. (1) 
Shoal 
Total 
.,.., 2 2 , u 
" 
O\iroaoa .. ap. (1) looU J J l 
Shoal ,0 uo .,, an 
DNt> 
Soot• 
0.tn,- .,. <,> 
Shoal l 
Total 2 ,, UI • t4 Zl7 
Diep ~ 
loota 1 
Codo taonua ., • (1) 
Shoal 
Total ., 1 I 
.,.., 
loota 
Cri ootop,. •P• (1) 
Shoal 
Total 
.,.., 5 2 
' 
, 2 
loot• 
£!:Iptochironoa .. 1p. (1) 
, z • J 4 
Sboal 11 s 10 1 , 
Total It 
' 
24 n 11 
DNp 1 
looU 
Dicrotendipee •P• (1) 
Sboal 10 
' ' Total 10 
' 
t 
-.)v-
ApJHmd ,. s-ry of orgAftla• collected froa th• !tibarru:... u .. r at.oft wk• O..erlnt•, Deee ... r 22, 1'76 to Pebr1111l'7 16, 1977, 
Sa!!!!lt•& Datta 
Deee•r J•uary Ja.uy ••nary fet,ruary 
, ... ,u .. 
22 s zo 2 16 
Colaoptera 41 11 J J 24 
lhd'- 41 18 ) 2 24 
DNp 
Dllb1raph1• ap. (a) loot• 
lhoal 
11Np 
Dalltraplde ap. (1) loou u 1' 1 
Shoal J5 2 J 2 24 
MptHa 304 247 214 211 lS7 
Coratopoaonidae 11 J7 u u 1 
IIMp 1 
11111~1,1., ... (1) loot• u 27 12 1 
lboa1 s 10 2 u 1 
Qliro..-i ... 142 JOJ Ul 1' 1,, 
DNp 
loota 1 
~labu!f!a ap. (1) 
llloal 
Total 1 
11Np 4 JO » 27 4 
ad~ ••• (1) a.iota J 2 I s 2 
lboal 10 107 44 2S tl 
..... 
loota 
Olll'Oll- .,. (p) 
lboal 
Total 
" 
•u, ,1 S7 
" IIMp 
loota 1 
eo.1ocann• .,. o> 
lboal 1 1 2 
Total 2 1 2 
.,.., 
loota 
Cricotc,p• ap, (1) 
Aaoal 1 1 
Total 1 l 
-
DNp 1 J 
loote s 11 s 
~todltl'Oll- .,. (1) 
Shoal 
' 
t s 1 1 
Total 14 21 u 1 1 
DNp 
loot• l 
pterotndh••• ap. (1) 
Jhoal 26 14 s J s 
Total 26 u s J s 
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Appen4 4, Caat1111•d, 
58!1!11111 DetH 
Octobel' OctobH JOW'llleel' lonlliler Dltc ... r 
tu.a Situ 
ll 27 10 24 • 
Deep 
llooU 
E,ulocht~- •P• Cl) 
Shoal l 
' 
Total - l 
' DN, 
Jloote 
lt,otcocladt .. •P• (1) 
Shoel 
Total 
Deep l 
llooU 2 l 
C!,ntot-cli2!! •P• (1) 
Shoal 5 • 
Total , 
' ' 
DN, 
aoou 
>Ucr..teodtpc• •P• (1) 
Shoal l 
Total l 
°"' 
11.oot• 
ParachtTI»Goaue ap. (1) 
Shoal l .; 
Total l 
Deep 
lloou 
Po1Jpcclil1a ap. (1) 
Shoal 2 2 , 2 
Totd 2 2 3 2 
Da•p • 
, 11 2 
llootl l 2 
' Procledlw ap, (1) 
Shoal , 2 2 
Total l 12 5 u ll 
Deep 1 , 
loota 
lttctoch1roooaua •P• (1) 
Shoel 1 
Total 2 , 
Deep 
Root• 1 
~.,. (1) 
Shoel 
Tot•l 1 
Deep_ 
aciota l 
TgtHWIIII ap . (1) 
Shoal 
Total l 
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Append,. Coet111 .. d. 
Sa!!!l!lin& Detea 
llecellbel' J•ury J1111 .. ry February Pabruary 
S1t• 
22 
' 
20 2 16 
JIINp 
Jtoot• 
l .. odli~ IIP• (1) 
Shoal 
Tl>tal 
DNp 
looe. 2 
!e!icocldi a q . Cl) 
Shoal 
total 2 
Daep 
1oou 
Cbptoteodlpu IIP• (1) 
l1loa1 
' 
l 
Tootal 
' 
1 
.... 
looU 
. 
lllc-cetadiJ!:!! q . (J.) 
lboel 
Total 
.... 4 
looU 1 
Paradd 'l'OQoaua ap. ( 1) 
Shoal 4 
total t 
DNp 
.... l 
1o1m&• .,. <1> 
lboal l 2 
Total I 2 1 
.... 2 2 l 14 
looU • t 1 1t Precledi• ... (1) 
llloe.l 4 l 
' 
Total 14 12 14 
" 
JIINp , 2 1 
loot• 2 
ltictoddn,a- .,. (1) 
llloe1 4 l I 
t.tal 4 
' 
2 , 
.... 
looC.e 
!!!!!!!. .,. (1) 
lboa1 l 
total 1 
JIINp 
... 
,-v-- .,. (1) 
l1loa1 
total 
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Appe,,d 4. C-t la•d. 
S•!!!llDI DatH 
Octcber Oc;tober •--•r IIONal>er l>ec:niber 
Teu Sitea 
n 27 10 24 • 
Deep l 
loota 
'n>ieneaanniwyia •P• (1) 
Shoal l 
Total l l 
DNp l l 
._. l 
Tribeloe ap. (1) 
Shoal 4 I 1 I 
Total 5 l 1 I 
Culicidae 64 l6l 45 80 10 
DMp 62 7) 37 51 
' 0.aobona ap. (1) aoou 2 
"' • 
II 61 
Shoal l 
!pheaeroptara 10 11 2 16 4 
hetidae t u 2 16 4 
DNp 
~•P• (o) aoou 4 
Slloa1 5 11 I H 4 
·! 
Epha-rtci. l 
~ 
Hexagenia ap, (a) looU 
Sboa1 l 
Reptag11Di1clN 
Deep 
He2tagenia ap . (n) loot• 
• 
Shoal 
Neuroptera I l l 
Si&lidM 2 l l 
DMp 
!!!!!.!. ., • (1) looU l 
Sho&l l l l 
OclONU l l 
Coaagrtoaiclae 
DMp 
Enellag .. •P• (a) loat• 
Shoal 
Ubdlulidu l 
DNp 
looU 
Macroeia •P• (o) 
Shoal 
Tntal 
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.,,....,. Coati•••· 
S!!!1!U•1 Date• 
lllceaber J••l7 J••11 rebr.17 febr•11 
Tau litH 
22 s 20 2 16 
DNp 
loot• 
ru-!!!J:!• ,,. cu 
Shoal 
Total 
DNp 
loot• 2 I l 
Tnbel- ... (1) 
111oal l 2 l , 
Total , J l l , 
Calid ... 144 7 
" 
lH 217 
DNp ua l 10 17 62 
Qaobona .,, (1) aiiot• 26 
' 
,. 111 u, 
lboa1 
r,a.-ioptera 
" 
14 
" 
J , 
.. u .. 
" 
1J 21 2 J 
DNp 
!!!!!!. •P. (a) loot• J • 
lboal t2 
' 
21 2 J 
i.--r1.s- l l , l 
DNp 
•upnta ap, (a) I.Dote l 
111oal l l 2 1 
... tqca114M l 
DNp 
hpugmh ap. (a) loot• l 
. 
lboal 
... nptara l l 2 
,1a11 .. l l 2 
Diep 
~ ... (1) loot• 
111oal l . l 2 
0-.Ca J l 
c:.e.aar1oa14ae 2 
1INp 
laall!I!! ,p. Co) looca 
lbaal 2 
Libell•U'- 1 l 
DNp 
IDota l 
Nano1da •P• (o) 
llloal 
Total 1 
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Append 4. Contin .. d . 
Sa!!l!Ung Datee 
October October •Ofteber llow.,.r Decnller 
Tau S1tH 
13 27 10 24 • 
DRep 
Roota 1 
hritheiua ep. (n) 
Shoal 1 
Total 1 1 
Trlchoptara 2 2 
11ydn,paychtua 1 
Deap 
llydrop"Iche ep. (1) Roou 1 
Shoal 
hdroptU1dN 1 
Daap 
llydroptila ep. (1) RooU 
Shoal 1 
Laptoeari.S.. 1 1 
llrep 
Oecet1s ep, (1) lloote 
Sboal l l 
PeycholllJ1idaa 
Deep 
!1zrnell- .,. (l) Roou 
Shoal 
Total nuaber of organie• collected 126 137 232 277 lSS 
i . 
. I 
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App4uul 5. ContinlM!d • 
S!!!!l tn& Dat .. 
Decnt.er J•uaary Jaa•ry February febnaary 
Tua SttH 
22 5 20 2 16 
... ., 
IDota l 
ParttMIIU ep. <•> 
l\oal 
btal 1 
tn~tera 2 I l l 
llym,psydl.f.'-
Dee, 
!,drup•,ehe ap. (1) S.0.• 
IIDlll 
ayaopttlidae l 
.... 
!fdn,pttla ep. (1) aoat, 
Aolll 1 
l.eptocartdae 
• 2 1 
.... 
~ ... (1) loot.a 
lllolll 2 I 
hyc:ballyildae I 
IINp 
C:U,,.11• ... (1) IDota 1 
IIDlll 
fetal allllb«r of oraaat.. collected 453 212 244 116 317 
Append 6. s-ry or orsuah• collected fro9 I.alto Cher leetoe. October l.l, 1976 to Oeco~or ,. 1'76. 
Sa!fl1•1 o.t .. 
October October •-.a..r ..,....r DeCMMr 
Tasa lttu 
l) 27 10 24 • 
Cet.c,pton l 10 • 
lla:1.uo J 10 7 
Shoal ..... ·l 
Dubiraphia ep. (a) Polaaie 
Sl\oel. ...... 
Sboal ..... J 4 s 
Pol.ape 
D\lblraphla ap, (1) 
Sboal -·· 
l I 
Total J • 7 
l1loal ..... 
Stonellde ap, (1) 
Pol.ape l 
Shoal-·· 
Total 
lalodl ... l 
Shoal ..... 
~ ... (1) Pel.qie 
Shoal ...... l 
Diptan 1'4 l!t 51 JZ 44 
Mt~U.dM 
Sboa1 ..... 
u-ophora ap. Cl) Pal.ape 
Sboa1 ...... 
Caratopos,ocaidM 
Sboa1 ..... 
llll1d&Atlfla4 ap, (1) Pol.ape 
• 
Sboal ...... 
Clirn-14M 134 Ht JO 21 41 
Sboel ..... 
Pel.qie 
Ablabe•!f1& ap. (1) 
Shoal ..... 
Total 
Shoal ..... 2 
Pela&1c 
O.aetodadi .. ap, (1.) 
Sltoal ...... 2 
Tout 2 2 
Sbou 1'111• s 
' 
7 • 20 
' ChiroaOIIII& ap. (1) Pelastc 
A.,.l • ..._. 
no-1,.... 
O.i ronoaua ap, (p) 
Pal.ape 
Shoal ..... 
Total • 9 7 20 9 
Appad 7. s-ry of oraanh• collected fr- Lake O.arleetoe, Daceaber 22, 1976 to ,_.rwall' 16, 1'77, 
S!!5!Ua1 DatH 
Dae.ea1Nr J•11ery J••rr February rebnier 
Tau litn 
22 s 20 2 16 
Caleoptera 4 2 1 16 
natue 4 2 1 16 
IAaoal •ea, 1 
Dallirapbla ap. (a) talaaic 
Aoal mfta, 
llloal wa, , l 4 14 
Dalliraphla ap. (1) 
faleJic 
lboal mfta, l , 1 
Total 4 2 1 
" ---- -lboal .... l 
talaatc 
Stenelata ap. Cl) 
IAlloal _,,..,, 
Total 1 
llelHiue 
lboal .... 
Sc1ttn ap, (1) talqic 
llaoal ..... 
nlptan 49 29 Ul 1'7 S61 
.&atllolllJUclu 4 
IAaoal .... 
U-!!!hon ap. (l) Pela,lc 
Aoal ..... 4 
Centopop,nldae ll 
llloal .... l 
"'141eotified ... (l) Palepc 
• 
llloal ..... 24 
~raocaidaa 40 22 129 99 ns 
llloal .... l 
Pelepc l 
Abl.abenyla •P· Cl) 
lbo&l . .. , . 1 
Total 1 1 1 
Sboa1 .. , . l 
telapc 
Ol•t ochdim ap. (1) 
lboal llllftl• 1 10 
Total 1 10 1 
------
Slloal .. ,. • 2 2 44 ' 
Olln>aoam •P• (1) Pelapc 2 1 2 1 
lboal ••• , . • 
' 
1 
lboal .. , 
Pelaaic 
Qi (9P2'!\lf ., • ( p) 
Shoal un••I• 
Total • 4 9 49 • 
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Append 6. Conttn.,.d. 
!a~ltn1 net•• 
October Oct~r •cnuller 11ow•r Dacaber 
Tau Situ 
11 27 10 u • 
Sboa1 ••• 
- · 
Palaatc 
Ct.dotan7taraua •P• (1) 
Shoal .... 
Total 
Sboal ••• 2 
PaJ.aa1c 
Clbot!!!YP• ap, (1) 
Shoal ..... 
Total 2 
Shoal ••• I 
Pela&ic I I 
Coelotanzpta ap , (1) 
Shoal-... 
Total I I I 
Sboal WI• 1 
Pel.qic 
Crtcotc,p• ap , (1) 
Sboa1 - .. 
Total I 
Shoal WI, 2 1 2 
PeJ.aclc I 
C!!J.!tochtron- •P• (1) 
Shoal mwa- 2 2 J 4 
Total 2 J 2 4 
' Shoal 'ft&, 31 
" 
• 4 
D1crotend1pea ap. (1) PeJ.aclc 
Shoal ....... 2 2 
Shoal wa 4 
Dicrotendipea •P• (p) 
PaJ.aa1c 
Shoal ....... 
Total 31 4t 
' Sboal ..... 77 let 19 2 14 
Palaatc 
Cl;rptotendtpe• ap , (1) 
Shoal ...... 2 2 , 
Total 
" 
191 19 2 17 
Sboa1 'ft&• I s 
PaJ.aclc 
Panchironoaua ap. (1) 
Shoal ...... 
Toul I s 
SMel,.... I 
Pa1.qic 
Pobpadil- ap. (1) 
Shoal ...... 
Total 1 
Shoal '"I· 4 
Procladi ue •P• (1) 
Palqic l 
Shoal,...,.,. 
Total 4 l 
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Appead , . s-ry of orgonta• collectod fro• t ho !lli>orru, Unr obo.,. I.aka O.orlnt•, Deco..,.r 22, 197' to Pol>ruory 16, 1977, 
So!!!lt•& Datu 
Dace.er , .... ry Ja.uy , ..... r, fellruory 
, ... litH 
22 s 20 2 16 
Colaopton 41 11 , 2 24 
lla14M 41 11 , 2 24 
DNp 
Dlill1rapb1• .,. <•> loota 
111-1 
Doop 
Dlillf.rapMa op. (1) loota u 1' l 
111-1 ss 2 2 2 24 
Diptera )04 247 214 211 lS7 
Coratopocoatclaa 11 )7 1S u l 
DNp 1 
Uld4M'At1f1ed ep, (1) loot• u 27 u l 
Aoa1 
' 
10 2 11 l 
ClainaaaiclM 142 ZOJ Ul 
" 
1J9 
DNp 
loota l 
.Al>lal>u-,ta op. (1) 
hoal 
Total l 
Doop 4 JO » 27 4 
ad-.,. (1) lpoU 2 2 • ' 2 lbNl 70 107 44 
" 
t1 
Deep 
loot• 
a.h-- .,. (p) 
Shoal 
Total 7' .. ,, t1 S7 t7 
DNp 
loota 1 
CoelOtaftYP .. Op, (1) 
lbo&l l 1 2 
total 2 l 2 
DNp 
loota 
Cricotop• op. (l) 
lboal l l 
Total 1 1 
-
DNp 1 J 
loot• 
' 
11 s 
!;!ntodlf.roa..ua •P• (1) 
l'-1 
' • 
s 1 1 
Total 14 21 u l l 
Doop 
loot• l 
J)lcl'Clteudipeo ••· (1) 
lllo&l 26 14 s , s 
Total 26 
" 
s , s 
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Append,. Coet111 .. d. 
Sa!!!l!lin& Detea 
llecellbel' J•ury J1111 .. ry February Pabruary 
S1t• 
22 
' 
20 2 16 
JIINp 
Jtoot• 
l .. odli~ IIP• (1) 
Shoal 
Tl>tal 
DNp 
looe. 2 
!e!icocldi a q . Cl) 
Shoal 
total 2 
Daep 
1oou 
Cbptoteodlpu IIP• (1) 
l1loa1 
' 
l 
Tootal 
' 
1 
.... 
looU 
. 
lllc-cetadiJ!:!! q . (J.) 
lboel 
Total 
.... 4 
looU 1 
Paradd 'l'OQoaua ap. ( 1) 
Shoal 4 
total t 
DNp 
.... l 
1o1m&• .,. <1> 
lboal l 2 
Total I 2 1 
.... 2 2 l 14 
looU • t 1 1t Precledi• ... (1) 
llloe.l 4 l 
' 
Total 14 12 14 
" 
JIINp , 2 1 
loot• 2 
ltictoddn,a- .,. (1) 
llloe1 4 l I 
t.tal 4 
' 
2 , 
.... 
looC.e 
!!!!!!!. .,. (1) 
lboa1 l 
total 1 
JIINp 
... 
,-v-- .,. (1) 
l1loa1 
total 
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.,,....,. Coati•••· 
S!!!1!U•1 Date• 
lllceaber J••l7 J••11 rebr.17 febr•11 
Tau litH 
22 s 20 2 16 
DNp 
loot• 
ru-!!!J:!• ,,. cu 
Shoal 
Total 
DNp 
loot• 2 I l 
Tnbel- ... (1) 
111oal l 2 l , 
Total , J l l , 
Calid ... 144 7 
" 
lH 217 
DNp ua l 10 17 62 
Qaobona .,, (1) aiiot• 26 
' 
,. 111 u, 
lboa1 
r,a.-ioptera 
" 
14 
" 
J , 
.. u .. 
" 
1J 21 2 J 
DNp 
!!!!!!. •P. (a) loot• J • 
lboal t2 
' 
21 2 J 
i.--r1.s- l l , l 
DNp 
•upnta ap, (a) I.Dote l 
111oal l l 2 1 
... tqca114M l 
DNp 
hpugmh ap. (a) loot• l 
. 
lboal 
... nptara l l 2 
,1a11 .. l l 2 
Diep 
~ ... (1) loot• 
111oal l . l 2 
0-.Ca J l 
c:.e.aar1oa14ae 2 
1INp 
laall!I!! ,p. Co) looca 
lbaal 2 
Libell•U'- 1 l 
DNp 
IDota l 
Nano1da •P• (o) 
llloal 
Total 1 
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Appe1td 5. Cont11111ed • 
S!!!J:!l11l& Dato 
Decnbei- J•uaary J1111aa-ry febnaaty febnaa-ry 
, ... su .. 
22 5 20 2 16 
Deep 
IDota 1 
PerttMllia .,. (11) 
Aoel 
Tvtel 1 
frtdM!ptera 2 I I 1 
lly~dl14ae 
Dae, 
!7drupayehe ap. (1) ao.. 
lloal 
llydropttlidae l 
119-, 
lyf!opttla ap. (1) aoat, 
Aoal 1 
J.ept11cart._ 
• 2 1 
.,... 
~ ... (1) loota 
Aoal 2 l 
hycbclllyildae 1 
IINp 
CU!!!ll• ... (1) IDota l 
lloal 
T.lltal 111111bci- of oracta. collactd 45.) 212 2.44 216 317 
...... ,. s-ry of orauh• collected fr- Lair.• Oladeetoa, Daceaber 22. 1916 to February 16, 1971, 
S!!!ltlll 0.tH 
Dee.-.r J•uaiy 
., __ I)' 
February febl'\IIIS: 
Tau Uta 
22 , 20 2 1, 
Citleoptere • 2 1 16 
ll.ai ... • 2 1 16 
llloal •• ,. 1 
Dlllirapbta sp. (a) Palaste 
llioal Ullftl, 
llloal w9. , 1 4 14 
Pel.ape 
Dllliraphta sp. (1) 
llloal _ .. , . l , 1 
Total • 2 1 u 
-----lboel .. ,. 1 
Pelape 
Stanelai. sp. (1) 
lboa1 IIDftl, 
Total l 
.lAHlt ... 
llloal .. ,. 
!!:!!!!!. ., • (1) Pelaate 
lboa.l --,. 
Dlpten ., 2t Ul 1'1 .561 
AatboeiJU ... • 
lboal .. ,. 
Liaaopbore sp. (1) Pelqte 
llloal _ .. , . 
• 
C.ntopoaooi .. 
" Aoal .. ,. l 
a.1.aeiattfted sp. (1) Palq.ie 
. 
Ao&l. ... ,. 24 
OliND09ridM 40 22 129 
" 
,,, 
Shoal .. ,. 1 
Pelaaic: l 
Alabee-,t• ap. (1) 
Sboal IIDftl, 1 
Total 1 l 1 
lboal .... , . 1 
Pelape 
Ol•tocledi• sp. (1) 
lboal unwa. l 10 
Total 1 10 1 
--Slioal .. ,. • 2 2 44 ' 
Oltroeoa• •P• (1} Pelape 2 1 2 1 
lboal ••• , • 
' 
, 1 
... .. , 
••••sic: 
Ql1[9!!9'"! •P• (p) 
Shoal .... ,. 
Total • • t 
., • 
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A&,.,. ... 7, Conthuad. 
S&!fltng lletu 
Decnbel' J•11u1ry 
Taa Situ 
Jauary rebl'uary Pebl'U&f1 
22 
' 
20 2 16 
Sboal '"I• l l 
Pelapc 
Cladotan:i:tanue ep. (1) 
lboal m,rea. l , l l 
Total 2 3 2 1 
lboal .... 
Pelqlc 
CUaot!!!l'.E• -,. (1) 
Sboal ...... 
Tot al 
lboal .... l 
Pelqlc l 
Coalot!!!I!• -,. (1) l 2 
Shoal ...... 
Total l l l 2 
lbo&1 ..... l l l 
' Palqtc . 
Crtc:ot!!!• ... (l) 
Aoal -.. l 
Tot.al 1 2 1 
' Shoal .... l l 3 l 
l'elq:tc l 1 2 l 
£!:mtochl~ ... (l) 
Sboal -·· 
1 3 , 6 l 
Tvtal 3 
' ' ' 
, 
--Shoal "I· 2 l 10 216 
Mcrotee<lf.PH •P• (1) Pelqtc 
lboal ..... 1 u 
lboal .... 
Patac1c 
Dtcl'Ota<lf.pee ep. (p) 
lbo&1 ...... 
tl,tal 2 2 21 216 
Aoal ..... u • 61 309 
Pelqtc 
Cltptotee<lipN ep. (l) 
llloal -•· 2 14 
Total LS • n 309 
lboal "I• 1 4 
Palqic 
Pandll~ ep, (l) 
lboal ..... 
Total 1 4 
Aoal .... 
Pelql c 
PolYpe<lf.1• ep, (l) 
lboal ...... 1 
Tvtal 1 
Shoal .... 1 27 1 
Pelapc 4 4 4 
' Procladl• ep. (1) Shoal ..... 7 
........ , • £ •• .. 
Appud 6 . Cotltlaued, 
$!!!211111 0.tH 
October Octoller 'lo..,....r lloft..,.r Daceeer 
Tua Slt• 
I) 21 10 24 I 
Sboal ..... 1 l 
Pelqlc 
Trlbeloe ap. (1) 
Sboal ·"•· 
'n,tal 1 
CoUcldaa :zo :o 21 4 J 
Slloal ..... • ) 1 
O\aollonas •P• (1) Palqic 14 15 21 J J 
S1loa1 -.. 2 
Upuli.S.. 
Sboal ..... 
u-ophU• ap. (1) Pel .. lc 
5Jloa1 -.. 
!pbe•roptera 
' 
1., 2 , 
lutld&• 
' ' 
:z J 
Slloal ..... 4 l!' 2 2 
Caenie •P· (a) Pelqlc 
Sboal --·· 
1 1 
Balliptera J 
Corilddae 2 
Slaoal ..... 2 
Ullldcutlfled •P• (a) PeJ.aatc 
S1loal ...... 
Tto.atdae 1 
Terrutrlal ap. (a)• Sboal ftl• 1 
BCMOptera - . 1 
Aphldae 1 
Ternetrtal ap. (a)a 
Slaoal ·"·· 
1 
Odoa&ta 1 
<:oeaasno..t..S.. • 
SbN1 -.. • 
Eaallapa ap. (a) Pelqlc 
Sboal. -.. 
Coaphldae 1 
Sboal ..... 1 
f:!!!!2!!.!!!. • P • (a) Palqic 
Shoal llllftl. 
Ubellulldae 1 
Sboal .... 
Perlt hc•i • •P• (a) hlal,lc 1 
Slloal • .,.,. 
a 
llllllbcra vere aot iocluded l n apeciH divarelt)'. aua>er of tau or total alollb•r of or&aah•. 
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Appe11d 7. Conttn•d. 
Suplhl& DatH 
Deceaber , .... "' , .... "' Pebr-ry Pebr-~ 
litn 
22 5 20 2 16 
~ ..... 
Pelaaic 
'h1bdoa ap. (1) 
Shoal •WI• 
Total 
C.UcJ ... 5 1 2 u 12 
Slaoal .... 5 
Claaobora ep. (1) felqtc 5 
' 
1 • u 
Sboal ..... 1 1 
Tiplllt4M 1 
Shoal .... 1 
LtaGPlllle ap. (1) felaaic 
lboal ...... 
lfbaaroptera 5 , 
' 
.. u ... 
• 
5 , 
' 
Aoal ..... 1 2 
' 
~ap. (o) Peluic 
lboal ...... 4 1 
a.lptera 
Cort:d.dM 
lboal .... 
llll1.._ttfted ep. (11) hlaatc 
a-1 -.. 
flaai ... 
Ternatrtal a,. <•>· lboal ..... 
'-'t•ra 
~-
hrnatrial •P• <•>· lboal ..... 
~. I I 
c-a,rloai ... I 
lboal .... 
leallapa ap. (o) Pelqic 
lboal ..... I 
Collpllt ... l 
llloal .... 1 
~ ... <•> Palqtc 
lboal ...... 
Ltllellall ... 
lboal ..... 
Peritbetlla ap. (•) falqlc 
Shoal ...... 
• •••n wn aot tocl ... d to epedH dlwnlty, 11_.r of tau or total ouaber of orauia•, 
3-
.,_ad 6 . C:O.tloued, 
S!!!!2Un1 l>atH 
October OctoMr llo....,er • ..._r IIIIUll!Mr 
Taa HtN 
u %1 10 %4 • 
'trtchoptera , 
' 
l 2 
llydroperchidae l l 
Shoal .... 1 
Ole1aat oe•7cha •'P• (1) Pelaatc 1 
... 
Shoal-·· 
llydn,pUUdu 2 l 
Aoel ..... 2 
Rydropttla -,.. (1) hlaatc 
Aoe1 -·· 
1 
Leptoc.ertdu 1 
Shoal .... 
Oaoeth ap. (1) hlaate 
Slloal ...... 1 
Pa7di~Udae , ~. 
Sboa1 ..... , : 
£lmellta •P• (1) Pelaate 
Shoal ...... 
'total number of or1&11h• collacta.t 161 ,1: S) 34 S7 
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Append 7, Continued, 
S!!!!Hng llatH 
Decnbar J•IMlry F«br .. ry Febr .. ry FebruuJ 
tau 11taa 
22 s 20 2 16 
tnc:hoptara 4 
lydr,..ychidM 
lboal ..... 
a.. .. t!!2•:r:dl• ap. (1) Pela11c 
Sho-1 ... ,. 
lytfrottllicl• 
Shoal ... ,. 
!J:droptila Ip, (1) Pelqic 
lbo-1 ..... ,. 
LaptoceridM 
Shoal ... , • 
.2!.!l!!!!. ap • (1) Palqic 
lboal ..... 
Pay~dae 4 
lbDal ..... I 
Cft!!ll• ap. (1) Pelqic 
lboal ...... l 
Tocal a-.er of oqani.a• collected S9 31 146 137 sn 
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Append 8 . s ..... ry of organ1a .. collected froa tbe Ellbarraa Ri,rer below Lok• 0.aTleeton. October ll. 1976 to O.celllber a. 1976. 
Sa!211n& Datea 
Octolier October lo'Nllber llovellber Decnber 
Taira Slt .. 
u 27 10 24 I 
Col.opt.ra 211 >7 17} 223 110 
llaldN 217 J6 ns 223 180 
Uftla 
Dubiraphia ap. (a) ShallOlf 
Deep 
Uflla · 
Shallcis 
Dubiraphia ap. (1) 
.,.., 1 2 l1 
' 
I 
Total 1 z ll 
' 
I 
Uftla ISi 94 11, u 
Stenelaia ap. (a) Sllal.1- l 1 
.,.., 
Uftla ,. 26 
" 
,. 71 
SballOlf •• 1 l , 4 
Stenal~• ap. (1) 
.,.., 1 1 
Total 21, 34 164 217 1n 
lucnuidae 
Tarnatrial ap. (1). Uftla 
Paadly unidentitla• 1 
Ternatrial ap. cu• l 
llydropUlidae 1 
Uflla 
Belocharea ap. (1) Sballcis 
.,.., l 
Diptara 23' 12t 26S 3'7 2tl 
Alltbc,-yildae z l 
wn. 2 l 
Lialophora sp, (1) Shall-
Deep 
C:.ratopoaonldle z z J s 1 
llfn. 
UnJ.delltifi•• .,. (1) Aal1ow 2 
.,.., z 2 J J 1 
OdrasOlddae ltt 100 234 2'7 245 
urn. 
Sbal10lf 
Ablabu!fia •P• (1) 
Deep z 4 12 10 It 
T«al 2 4 lZ 10 lt 
Uffla 
SllallOlf 4 
0.aetocladi- ap. (1) 
Deep 
T•al 4 
a Maben -ra aot 1ncludad 111 apec1•• dhan1ty. 11--.er of tau or total •••r of oraanh•. 
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Append 9 , s-ry of oraanle• collected f ro• the E..b•rr•• al""fr belov ualte Charluton, Dece•ar 22, 1976 to February 16, 
.. Sa!!f:!ll"& O.tu 
Decnber Janury Juury February februa1') 
Tau Htaa 
22 5 JO 2 16 
Colaoptan na 2'1 ,00 237 65 
llaldaa Ill 2SO lOO 237 65 
liffla 
Dahtraphta ap. (a) Slwall-
Deep 
liff]A 
Sballow l 
11,j,trapllla .,. (1) 
..... • • 
' 
5 
Total • • 6 5 1 
liffle n 100 lt2 t2 7 
lteaelala a,. (a) ~u- 5 
DNp 
IJffJ.e 112 115 ., 107 ,. 
A•ll- • 4 27 20 
" 
u 
lt-lala ... (1) 
DNp 1 2 J 
Total 130 242 294 232 64 
~ 1 
• T.enutrial ap. (1) liffla l 
PallJ mJ.daUfted 
Ten.atrial ap. (1). Aal.1-
t,4n,pb111 ... 
liffla 
•1ocun. .,. (1) Shalla, 
Dnp 
m.tan ,.2 753 121 638 ,u 
AaU.C.,ti._ 
liffla 
Umopbon ap. (1) SllalJ.Clllf 
DNp 
C:.ratapos-1 ... 2t 21 11 lt 45 
liffla l l l 
Ql.l ... Ufted ap. (1) AaUCIIIP l 4 
-DNp 2t 21 
' 
14 44 
QuNIIOld ... 256 461 503 513 421 
liffla 
Aa11-
Ablallaaz1a 
.... 10 
' • 
11 
Total 10 
' ' 
11 
liffle l 4 l 
lllallCIIIP 
O..toda4i• ep. (1) 
Deep 
Total l 4 l 
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Appead I. C:.Uaued. 
S!!!fliDI DatH 
Octol>eir Octobeir llo..,...eir llo,-ber Decal>ff 
Taa Slt•• 
u 27 10 24 • 
Uffte 1 2 1 4 
O.ln,e- ... (1) Shall- 11, 71 47 
" 
42 
Deep 1 
' 
2 
Uffle 
Sballow 2 
0.ll'GD- ... (p) 
Deep 
Total llS n so 72 41 
11ffl41 1 2 
Shallow 1 
Cledouartan• ap. (1} 
Deep 
Total 1 1 2 
llffi• 
Sballm 
eo.1otmn• .,. <1> 
Deep 1 2 
Total 1 2 
liffi• 
Shallow 2 
eor:,p--. .,. <1> 
Deep 
Total 2 
llffla 20 1 33 42 61 
Cricotopm ap. (1) Shall- • 1 1 2 
Deep 1 
Uffle 1 
' 
2 
Shallow 1 
Crlcatop• ap. (p) 
Deep 
Total 29 1 36 41 
" 
liffi• 2 , 
Shall-
Cmtodll- ap. (1) 
DNp 2 
Total -. 2 , 2 
11ffla 4 10 · 10 i4 
Shallm 1 l l 4 
Mc~t•dlp!! ap. (1) 
Deep l 
Total 4 l 11 11 19 
liffte 
Shallow 
!polcocladlm ap. (1) 
Dea? 
Total 
lliffla l l 
Shallow 
tukte{ferla lla •P· ( l ) 
Deep 
To tal 
-oo-
Affa• ,. ClDfttl•••· 
S!!!!ll•& OatH 
Dlc.M~ Jauary Jaary r•naar, ,-~11 
ta• Ht•• 
22 
' 
20 2 16 
11ffl• 1 2 
Odroe- ep. (1) lball- 11 ti 41 .. 164 
Daep 2 2 2 
llffl• 
lball-
Oalroe- .,. (p) 
IINp 
Total 21 ,. ,0 .. 161 
llffl• 1 
nau-
Cladot-ytara .. ep. (1) 
Jlaep 
Toul 1 
11fft. 1 
Sba11-
CNlot-n• .,. (1) 
IINp 1 4 1 1 
Total 2 4 1 1 
11ffle 
IM!low 
CorpoDeuTa .,, (1) 
DNp 
Total 
llffi• ,1 206 243 200 
" Crtcotop .. •P· (1) Aal1- 2 4 I 26 1 
DNp 
11ffi• 
Shall-
CrtcotoPua •P• (p) 
DNp . 
Total ,, 210 JSl 226 t6 
11ffl• 1 
Sba11- 1 1 
~tocM~ •P• (1) 
~ 
Total l 2 
11ffl• 1S 1 20 1 • 
Aallow 1 4 2 4 
lllaotnd:12!! •P. (1) 
Jlaep 
Total 16 11 u 11 I 
11ffl• 
111•11-
tpolcocled.h• •P• (1) 
Jlaep l 
Total 1 
11ffle 1 13 S2 31 
' lull- 1 J 
lllltleHerhl h •P• ( 1) 
Daep 
total l) 
" 
u 
' 
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~acla. ColltlD_ .. 
S!!!e lln5 Dat:ee 
Oc:uber October llloft'llbe r lllowellber De<niber 
Slt• 
13 27 10 24 I 
ttftl.e 11 l lZ 
" 
1S 
Slaau- 4 14 6 
' c1ncoua111,- ep. Ul ra..,. 1 
t'«al 11 7 46 S2 2S 
ttffla 
' 
7 6 
naau-
Mf.c:n,tauli,- ... (ll 
llNp 
~ • 7 • 
wn. 1 
Sul1--
Parachi- .... (1) 
llNp 
t'ou1 1 
l1ffla 7 24 l6 4 
Sb.ali-· t 2 1 
PolI2edU- ... w 
llNp 
Toal. 
' 
26 ,. 5 
---
IUt1e 
Slae11- l 1 4 
Praclad:l- ... . W 
ra..,. 2 l 10 5 
~ 1 t l 11 9 
l1ffla 
suu.. 1 
Peeadi:,cht- ... ~ 
llNp 
'lbtal 1 
11.ffla l l 2 5 
a.au- t 7 l2 21 21 
Stlctodd.- ... a) · 
llaaf, 
roui. t 10 
" 
lO 
" llffla 1 2 
na.u--
Tmrytan• ... (1l 
ra..,. 
tliltal. 1 2 
liffl• 
' 
l 10 l 
Sbal.1- l l 5 
Tbien~ ... (ll 
llNp 2 
fotal. 1Z 4 10 10 
liffle t 
aa.u- 1 
Trlbdoa ep. (U 
llNp 
t'01:al l 
11Ula 1 
Shall.a9 
x ... octd..--- ap. (1) 
DNp 
•.. , 
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Ap,.nd 9, Cootln11ed, 
Sde1tn11 D11tu 
Decellber January Je11 .. ry February February 
Tua 
-S1tH 
22 
' 
20 z 16 
l.tffle 69 '6 41 l5 • 
Sliell.ow u s 10 11 
Clrptoteedlpe• ep. (1) 
Deep l 
Total 69 so 44 4S 19 
liffle 
' 
1 
' 
2 
Shdlow 
1Ucroteed12ea ap , (1) 
Deep 
Total t 7 
' 
2 
liffi• l 
Shallow 
Parachlronoaua ep. (1) 
IINp 
Total 
tiffla s 
' 
10 
' 
1 
lball-
PollJl!dtl- ep, (1) • 
1 4 4 
Daap 
Total s 7 14 7 1 
liffla 
11u111- 1 1 1 
Pnclad1w ep. (1) 
Deep 34 14 1' 
' 
19 
Total ,, 14 16 
' 
20 
liffl• 
11aa11- 1 
heudochlron_,... •P• (1) 
.... 
Total 1 
liffla lt s 2 s 
' 
lhallow I 44 ,, 
" 
11 
ltlctodal~ ... (1) 
Deep 1 l 
Total 27 47 S6 69 
" 
liffl• 
hall• 1 
:r-,uraw sp. (1) 
Deep 
Total 1 
11ffl• 10 s u • 
Sball• l 2 14 
tlll-l!fla •P• (1) 
DNp l 
total 10 
' 
14 22 
liffle 2 1 
lballow 2 
Trlbeloe ep, (1) 
.,.., 
fetal 2 1 2 
liffl• 1 1 
lllall• l 
J:..ochfroe- ep, (1) 
llaeo 
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Append I. Continued. 
S!!!l!ling DatH 
October October l.,.,..,er • .....,.r De~•r 
Taza SitH 
1l 27 10 24 • 
CullcldN 16 Z4 Zl 21 17 
llffl• 
Ou,obon.oa 911. (1) Shall- 2 l 2 
Deep 14 Z4 20 H 17 
Doli chopodldN l 
Uffle 
Oaldetatlfied •P• (1) Sballow l 
Deep 
lllpldldu l 6 , , 
Uffla l 6 l l 
tllidentified ep. (1) Shallow 
DMp 
Pa7chod1dN l 
llffi• 
Perlcou •P• (1) Shallow 1 -
Deep 
Sboul.UdN 16 40 11 
Uffla 16 l 40 11 
Simuli~ ap. (1) Shallow 
Deep 
Tipulldae 
llffl• 
Tipula ap. (1) Shallow 
Deep 
tphe-roptere ll u 19 14 Z6 
BaetidN l l 1 l 
utna 2 
Sb&llw 
!!!ll!. ap. (11) 
DMp 
Total z 
11rn. l l l l 
Shall• 
£!!!!!!. •P • (a) 
Deep 
Total l 1 l 
Eph.-ridu 10 lZ 11 13 
" 
11tne 
Hexagenia ap. (n) Shall• 
Deep 10 lZ 11 13 
" 
lleptaculdu l 
Riffle 
HeptAg~nla •P• (n) Shallov 
Dcap 
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~petUI , . Contl10uad. 
S!!!21l DI DAtH 
Dee.-.r Jmuary , .... ry rcbner, February 
, ... Sitaa 
22 5 20 2 16 
c.i1c1w 21 11 19 14 40 
'liffle 
0.-bona 1p. (1) Shallow l 
Deep 21 18 1, lS 40 
llolidlopodidae 
liffl• 
OllideAtified •P• (1) Shallow 
Deep 
... ididM 6 4 2 1 
liffla 6 4 2 1 
Qaidaatified ap. (1) Sh.allow 
1IMp 
P117 dloclidN 
liffle . 
Pufmu •P• (1) Shallow 
IINp 
11-11u .. 21 24' 16 '1 6 
liffl• 21 24' 16 ,0 6 
S1aal1iai ap. (1) Sballow l 
DNp 
U,lllidae 2 
liffl• 1 
Tbllla ap. (1) Shallow 1 
Deep 
lpbaaropten 16 2 11 17 11 
._ti'-
l:lffl• 
Shallow 
~··· <•> IINp 
total 
liffl, 
Shall-
£!!!!!. .,. <•> 
Deep 
total 
lpheacrtdae 16 1 11 17 11 
liffle 
le11a&e111a -,. <•> Shall-
Deep 16 1 11 l7 11 
la1taanfdaa 1 
liffl• 
lapt•&ni• 1p. (•) Sba.11- 1 
Daep 
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Append 8. Colltiaued. 
S!!!!U•I !lat" 
Occober Oc:tollar ..,,....r ...,.._r hcaMr 
THa SitN 
1J 27 10 24 I 
Plecoptora l 2 2 
1t ... ari .... l 2 I 
utno 1 . I I 
Toeaiopterys ep. (• ) Sholl.-
IINp 
Trlchoptora JH u JU UJ UJ 
lt)'dropsychidoa )21 u >12 447 211 
tifflo l02 J7 Z,J 417 206 
S1aa11ow l J ll s s 
O,e,aatop9che ep. Cl) 
IINp l 
Total >OJ u J04 4U 211 
tiffla 11 • ll • 
Slaal.1.- l 
B7drop9che op. (l) 
IINp 
Total 11 • ll 1 
B7dropt111clao s s • s 
lifflo s s • s 
Bydroptil a ap, (l) Slaall• 
IINp 
Tot al n..,.r of orpiliaar collected 1'P> (588). 21, (lt4) 777 ()82) 10s, C1n> n2 (S41> 
• Jaer in paruthula , aa ••d in oped .. dhonity and totol nuaber of ladind..ia/a2 • •d •• ani'Nd at by calc:111.atioa 
due ~ cliffor_c_ i.D t -.,lor aiaaa. 

